The students who supported my research for this chapter were teacher candidates for whom I was course director in the Preservice Concurrent and Consecutive Programs of the Faculty
the social milieu and the subject matter becomes consciously founded on personal and professional experiences. Critical thinking and critical literacy skills are augmented through the initial autobiographical narrative inquiry. The enquiry of the candidates' Puzzle Framed leads to new knowledge of self.
Buoyancy with Data
I discovered as a coparticipant/teacher that to move like water does to find its own level encourages a fluidity of thought and buoyancy with research data that is fundamental to a deeper understanding of coparticipant stories. As I have said elsewhere, "so, like water, I move, I wind and I seep through the levels of stories touching surfaces and making connections to my knowledge buildings" (Forsythe Moore 2006, p. 133) .
Active engagement in reading, writing, listening, and sharing stories of experience in a literacy community supports a personal and professional awareness that sustains a curriculum design that is democratic, equitable, and socially just. This phenomenon is vital in pedagogical approaches and policies that maintain in their overall structure a respect for the cultural influences that impact individual learning styles.
Candidates Choose a Teacher Metaphor
Now re: your Teacher Metaphor: a flute. I feel it is my job to impassion with passion and no matter whether a trickle, a brook or a waterfall, the passion will re-present what it means to . . . savor, question, embrace, explore and to learn more . . . It is the great mystery of teaching. To light up for another how "it" works. Through love, really, and acceptance, understanding. Your music re-presents this and for this I would play my music as much as possible. My task as teacher is not to be concerned if the music is heard instantly, but rather that it lingers in the back of a mind until the right moment for the mind to go "aha." Sometimes we wait for ever, sometimes [it happens] right away, sometimes next year-part of the role of teacher.
